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ABSTRACT

The radiomagnetotelluric �RMT� method utilizes man-
made signals generated by distant transmitters or by dedicat-
ed local transmitters. Man-made electromagnetic �EM� sig-
nals in the 1–250-kHz frequency band come mainly from two
sources: �1� distant radio transmitters operating in the 15–
250-kHz band and �2� nearby or distant industrial sources
emitting either transients or higher harmonics of 50 Hz. The
natural or background EM signals form a kind of noise floor.
In Europe for the 15–250-kHz band, there generally are suffi-
cient transmitters available to estimate the EM transfer func-
tions completely, i.e., the full impedance tensor and the tipper
vector. We show examples of the variability of power spectra
and azimuthal distributions of transmitters from sites in Swe-
den, Hungary, The Netherlands, and Spain. We also show that
the estimated transfer functions are stable as a function of
time; even under typical noisy conditions, simple stacking of
spectra in narrow frequency bands provides good-quality es-
timates of transfer functions.

INTRODUCTION

Plane-wave, natural-source electromagnetic �EM� methods —
agnetotellurics �MT� and geomagnetic depth soundings �GDS� —

raditionally are used to study the electrical properties of the deep
rust and upper and lower mantles. These methods are relatively
heap, and the source is always available, although its strength var-
es throughout the day and the year. Through the distribution of
ource currents in the ionosphere and lightning currents in the atmo-
phere, the corresponding induced current systems in the earth gen-
rally flow in all horizontal directions if integrated over a sufficiently
ong time. This means that measurements of the three components of
he magnetic field and the two horizontal components of the electric
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eld at any given position and frequency can be used to set up unique
inear relations between the horizontal magnetic field on the one side
input� and the other components on the other side �output�.

The so-defined impedance tensor Z and tipper vector �A,B� are
ndependent of source parameters and only contain information
bout the electrical conductivity distribution of the earth �Cantwell
1960�; see Pedersen and Oskooi �2004� for a review�. Because of
he plane-wave nature of the source field, it is much less complicated
nd faster to model the variation of Z and �A,B� as a function of fre-
uency and space coordinates compared with the case when the ge-
metry of the source must be taken into account.

The forward and inverse plane-wave modeling techniques devel-
ped for deep-earth studies can be applied directly in shallow explo-
ation using the radiomagnetotelluric �RMT� method. A wealth of
D �Fischer et al., 1981; Parker and Whaler, 1981; Constable et al.,
987; Pedersen and Rasmussen, 1989; Parker and Booker, 1996�
nd 2D �de Groot-Hedlin and Constable, 1990; Wu et al., 1993; Sir-
punvaraporn and Egbert, 2000� models exists for that purpose. Re-
ently, full 3D models have been used for inverse modeling �New-
an et al., 2003; Siripunvaraporn et al., 2004; Siripunvaraporn et al.,

005�. At the present stage of development, routine inversion of MT
ata using 1D and 2D models can be done using standard personal
omputers, but 3D inversion still requires that special computers be
sed because of excessive processing times.

Prospecting for natural resources and environmental effects in the
pper few hundred meters of the earth’s crust using natural plane-
ave sources is difficult because of weak source fields and strong
oise in the 1–500-kHz frequency band. In this frequency range, it is
etter to use controlled sources situated sufficiently far away that
heir EM fields can be considered a plane. Goldstein and Strangway
1975� show that for a homogeneous half-space, plane-wave condi-
ions prevail if the distance between source and receiver is at least
hree to five skin depths. For more complicated structures involving
ighly resistive units, such as crystalline basement, the situation is
ore complicated. Wannamaker �1997� notes that conductive sedi-
ents over resistive basement can reduce the depth of exploration
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G280 Pedersen et al.
ignificantly within the plane-wave regime �the far-field� to about
% of the transmitter-receiver distance.

Traditionally, grounded dipole sources have been used in these
tudies because of their greater range �typically up to 10 km for a
00-m dipole length and a 10-A current�. In shallow experiments, it
s more advantageous to use horizontal magnetic dipoles because
hey are much easier to install and their range extends to approxi-

ately 1 km �Pedersen et al., 2005�. Magnetic dipoles also couple
ess to nearby conductive structures than electric dipoles and there-
ore are generally expected to provide better plane-wave conditions
han electric dipoles �Qian and Pedersen, 1992�.

In the scalar RMT technique, only one horizontal electric and the
erpendicular horizontal magnetic component are measured using
nalog electronics �Turberg et al., 1994; Stiefelhagen and Müller,
997; Bosch et al., 1999; Tezkan, 1999; Tezkan et al., 2000� for a few
ransmitters favorably located with respect to the measured electric-
eld component. In the tensor RMT technique �Pedersen et al.,
005�, all five EM components are measured simultaneously using
igital technology. Thus, it becomes possible to take advantage of all
ransmitters that can be received at a particular site at a given time,
voiding the problems that arise because of transmitter instability.
rovided the number of available transmitters is sufficient and that

heir azimuths as seen from the measuring area have a reasonable
catter, it becomes possible to estimate the complete impedance ten-
or and tipper vector in the 15–250-kHz frequency band �Bastani
nd Pedersen, 2001�.

The advantage of tensor measurements over scalar measurements
s particularly pronounced in complex geology where deviations
rom 1D or 2D geometry can distort the interpretation of the data se-
erely if not taken into account properly. Another advantage is the
bility to make inferences about azimuthal anisotropy directly from
he measurements �Linde and Pedersen, 2004� without the need to
otate the measurement setup in several steps, as is required for dc
eoelectric measurements �Habberjam, 1972; Ritzi and Andolsek,
992; Matias, 2002; Boadu et al., 2005�.

This article shows that the distribution of transmitters, with regard
o their frequency and their azimuths as seen from selected sites in
urope, is favorable for tensor RMT measurements. We also show

hat the stability of the estimated transfer functions is excellent even
n an environment of high EM noise.

EM WAVES FROM SOURCE TO RECEIVER

Man-made EM signals used in the RMT method vary as a function
f distance and azimuth from transmitters as well as of time. In the
ollowing section, we describe some of their characteristics.

ropagation of radio waves in the
arth-ionosphere wave guide

The EM signals emitted from powerful transmitters coupled to the
round either as vertical or horizontal electric dipoles travel in the
ave guide formed by the earth’s surface and the ionosphere. Be-

ause of variations in the ionosphere’s height and its electrical prop-
rties, the field at a given site varies as a function of time — some-
imes by more than 50% during solar flare events �Vallée et al.,
992b� over several dozen minutes. The field also varies in a compli-
ated way as a function of distance away from the transmitter as a re-
ult of interference between the various modes, e.g., the ground
ave and the first sky hop �Vallée et al., 1992a�.
The variation of field strength in itself is not a problem for RMT
easurements because transfer functions relating the EM compo-

ents at a given frequency are sought rather than the absolute level of
he fields themselves. However, if these variations are accompanied
y changes in the modal patterns, leading to large variations in the
urface impedances as measured by Thiel and Chant �1982�, then
are must be exercised in using these techniques a few hours after
unrise and sunset. Later, we study whether this phenomenon affects
he estimation of transfer functions over the entire frequency band.

MT transmitters

In most populated areas of the world, a large number of radio
ransmitters, including very-low-frequency �VLF� transmitters, can
e utilized for geophysical purposes. For example, in Sweden and
he Netherlands, 36 remote transmitters in 1998 could be received,
overing the 14–250-kHz band. These transmitters provide excel-
ent far-field S/N ratio conditions and thus provide potential sources
or estimating plane-wave transfer functions: the impedance tensor
nd the tipper vector. These sources traditionally have been used in
LF �e.g., McNeill and Labson, 1989; McNeill, 1991; Guerin and
enderitter, 1995� and RMT �e.g., Turberg et al., 1994; Tezkan et al.,
996� techniques as fast, simple ways to derive scalar estimates of
arth response functions.

In certain parts of the world, the use of VLF and radio signals is
imited to a rather small number of very powerful remote transmit-
ers. This is one reason why a simple local magnetic �or electric� di-
ole transmitter can be helpful. Another reason is that below about
5 kHz, there are no transmitters, except net harmonics, which may
r may not be considered to be in the far-field. Thus, for practical rea-
ons and to ensure good data quality and adequate coverage of sig-
als, the 1–15-kHz band must be covered using a local transmitter.
e use a simple automatic transmitter with two perpendicular hori-

ontal magnetic dipoles. We transmit one frequency and polariza-
ion at a time and achieve excellent data quality up to about 500 m
Pedersen et al., 2005�.

Although the natural EM field has a very broad spectrum with
onsiderable energy �Smith and Jenkins, 1998� in parts of the RMT
and, defined here as starting from about 1 kHz and ending at
50 kHz, no serious attempts have been made to use it for explora-
ion purposes. This is in contrast to the situation for the band between

Hz and 1 kHz, which is used routinely inAMT surveys throughout
he world �Takasugi et al., 1992; Zhang et al., 1995; Brasse and Rath,
997; Courteaud et al., 1997; Meju et al., 1999�. The strength of the
atural EM signal in the 1–15-kHz band is very low, and only with
pecial efforts and long integration times can useful results be ob-
ained �Garcia and Jones, 2002�.

The EM spectrum was, by custom and practice, divided into 26 al-
habetically designated bands. This usage still prevails to some de-
ree. The lowest bands of interest in this context are extra-low fre-
uency �ELF, 30–300 Hz�, voice frequency �VF, 300 Hz–3 kHz�,
ery low frequency �VLF, 3–30 kHz�, low frequency �LF, 30–
00 kHz�, and medium frequency �MF, 300–3000 kHz�.

One example of measured spectra covering the 10–500-kHz band
s given in Figure 1. The traditional VLF transmitters can be identi-
ed clearly in the 14–20-kHz band. A gap exists to the next band at
4–80 kHz, lying in the lower part of the LF band. Another gap
xists between this band and the upper part of the LF radio 100–250-
Hz band. An example of the azimuthal distribution of transmitters
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Radio transmitters for RMT in Europe G281
rom a site in Sweden can be studied from Figure 2. Note that direc-
ions are more or less uniformly distributed, allowing for stable
ransfer function estimates.

S/N RATIOS IN EUROPE

The S/N ratio is a function of transmitter strength and distance to
he transmitter as well as the level and character of local noise. The
ignal is approximately monochromatic, and the noise depends on
he bandwidth used, which in this case is 122 Hz, corresponding to a
ampling frequency of 2 MHz and 16,000 samples per stack. The
/N ratio �in decibels� is defined as 10 times the logarithm of the ratio
etween the power and the background power at a particular fre-
uency. The latter is estimated by applying a median filter to the
ower spectrum, stacked enough times to obtain stable estimates
Bastani, 2001�. We typically use 10 stacks �Pedersen et al., 1994�. If
he S/N ratio is larger than a preset threshold �typically 12 dB�, then
transmitter is picked.
Note that S/N ratios can be increased by decreasing the distance

etween digital frequencies. This can be done by increasing the total
ampling time per data segment or by making use of the fact that
ost transmitters have a sufficiently high phase stability to allow for

tacking of complex amplitudes rather than stacking auto- and cross-
owers, as we do here. With Gaussian noise, the S/N ratio increases
oughly linearly with the total sampling time per data segment if the
ignal can be considered to be monochromatic in the measuring time
nterval.

Because the magnetic and horizontal electric components are
easured simultaneously, S/N ratios can be formed for the powers

f the horizontal magnetic and electric fields separately. We show
oth ratios except for the Collendoorn site �The Netherlands� where
nly magnetic S/N ratios were calculated. Figure 3a shows the re-
ults from the Collendoorn area. Most S/N ratios lie above 20 dB,
ut a few isolated transmitters or transmitters represented by a few
eighboring frequencies show smaller values.

Figure 3b shows the results from Skediga, situated approximately
km north of Uppsala, Sweden. Notice that the S/N ratio for the

lectric field is generally much smaller than the one for the magnetic

igure 1. Electromagnetic spectra in Collendoorn, The Netherlands,
ovember 1998, 10–500-kHz band. The symbols Hx, Hy, Hz, Ex, and
y denote the three magnetic and the two horizontal electric compo-
ents, respectively. Units on the vertical axes are arbitrary. The de-
ay observed around 500 kHz is the result of an analog low-pass fil-
er.
eld because the electric field contains a lot of spikelike noise gener-
ted by local power consumers placed a considerable distance away
rom the measurement area. The crystalline bedrock is very resistive
about 10,000 ohm-m�, whereby the propagation of electric distur-
ances over distances of several skin-depth units is facilitated with-
ut giving rise to comparable noise in the magnetic fields. At fre-
uencies above 160 kHz, the two S/N levels are very similar, per-
aps reflecting that the spike generators now lie in the far-field.

Figure 3c shows the results from Almuñecar, Spain. The field
rea, a plantation of custard apple trees, is situated a few hundred
eters from the town, and much EM noise is generated by power

ines and a number of electric pumps used to pump water into irriga-
ion channels feeding the trees. As in the Swedish case, the electric
/N ratio generally lies below the magnetic one except for the higher
requencies, where they are very similar in magnitude. Note that the
0–150-kHz band is void of transmitters. This gap is much wider
han in the cases of Sweden and The Netherlands.

Figure 3d shows the results from measurements in Budapest City,
ungary, in the garden of the Budapest Convention Center. From
0–128 kHz, there are no transmitters. However, the S/N ratios of
he transmitters found are very similar to those in Spain.

The signal strengths of all transmitters at the four areas are shown
n Figure 4. Generally speaking, the variation in power for a particu-
ar transmitter is on the order of one decade, probably reflecting the
ariation in distance between the transmitters and the receiver for
ach site. One exception is the Collendoorn site, which for some fre-
uencies exhibits much larger signal power than the three other ar-
as. The reason is that many transmitters are located close to Collen-
oorn, including transmitters in southern England, The Netherlands,
elgium, and western Germany.
The length of the median filter has some influence on the estimat-

d background level, depending on the statistical nature of the power
pectrum. We have used a smaller length for the median filter at Col-
endoorn than for the three other cases. This partly explains why the
ollendoorn S/N ratios lie in the same range as for the three other
ases, even though the signal level at Collendoorn is significantly
igher.

REPRODUCIBILITY OF EARTH RESPONSES

There has been some debate about the stability of VLF response
unctions with regard to changing source-field conditions. For ex-
mple, Thiel and Chant �1982� report on measurements on wave tilt

the ratio between the horizontal electric and magnetic fields —
rom a transmitter in western Australia situated 4000 km away from

igure 2. Azimuthal distribution of RMT transmitters, Rockney,
weden, in the 10–250-kHz band. Direction is found from the minor
xis of the polarization ellipse of the horizontal magnetic field.
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G282 Pedersen et al.
receiver in eastern Australia. Using a buried, ungrounded electric-
eld setup and a shielded loop antenna for the magnetic field, they
ound a dramatic reduction of wave tilt �proportional to the square
oot of the apparent resistivity� during a period of a few hours after
unset and sunrise. However, the phase difference between the two
elds did not show a similar variation, although standard errors of

he phase were as high as 5°. Thiel and Chant �1982� suggest that an
xplanation can be the complex interference between different wave
uide modes that dominate during night and daytime conditions.

To test this effect and to study the stability of the transfer functions
ver time, we set up an experiment outside the lab at Uppsala. We
ook a measurement every minute starting at sunset on November 26
nd continued for 140 minutes. We calculated the impedance and
ipper vector as a function of frequency over the range of 10–
50 kHz, involving approximately 40 transmitters. To estimate the
ransfer functions, we used the parametric approach of Bastani and

Figure 3. S/N ratios for four different sites. Filled circles denote
field. Open squares denote horizontal electric field. �a� Collendoor
November 1998. �b� Skediga, Uppsala, Sweden, November 1999. �c
April 1999. �d� Budapest Convention Center, Hungary, September 19

igure 4. Power of horizontal magnetic field for picked transmitters.
pen diamonds: Collendoorn, The Netherlands. Open squares:
udapest, Hungary. Filled triangles: Almuñecar, Spain. Open cir-
les: Uppsala, Sweden.
edersen �2001�, where each transfer function is represented as a
um of simple functions whose amplitudes are determined using a
runcated singular-value decomposition �SVD� approach to estimate
he impedance tensor describing the linear filter between the hori-
ontal magnetic field as input and the horizontal electric field as out-
ut. Apparent resistivities and phases and their standard errors were
hen calculated from the off-diagonal elements of the impedance
ensor for a set of frequencies half an octave apart.

The results for apparent resistivity corresponding to north-south
urrent flow are shown in Figure 5. Note that apparent resistivities
ppear to be stable within their measurement error, typically 4% for
pparent resistivity. The corresponding phases �not shown here�
ave typical errors of 1°. Note also that the simple stacking proce-
ure sometimes fails to suppress the scatter to that level.

DISCUSSION

In the real case, the distribution of transmitters
is not ideal, as we have demonstrated for several
locations in Europe; there are frequency bands in
which no transmitters can be found and the azi-
muthal distribution of transmitters in other bands
is nonuniform. To overcome the lack of transmit-
ters and their nonuniform azimuthal distribution,
we use a parametric representation of the earth re-
sponse functions whose coefficients are estimat-
ed by an SVD approach, where all signals identi-
fied as transmitter signals are used for the estima-
tion process.

In industrial areas, we often find a higher S/N
ratio for the magnetic field than for the electric
field. This can be interpreted as near-field effects
from man-made noise sources that are galvani-
cally coupled to the ground, whereby the electric
field dominates the magnetic field as compared to
far-field conditions �Li and Pedersen, 1992�. To
reduce bias effects �Pedersen, 1982�, we consider
the horizontal magnetic field as input and the hor-
izontal electric field as output to the linear filter
defining the impedance tensor.

We see no sign of the variation in the imped-
ance tensor observed by Thiel and Chant �1982�
up to two hours after sunset and sunrise. On the
contrary, the scatter in the estimates of the off-di-

gonal elements of the impedance tensor is generally below 1%. We
o not understand why Thiel and Chant see such variations; it may be
ecause they measured the electric field by nongrounded dipoles,
hereas we use grounded dipoles. In the case of a grounded dipole,
e measure the potential difference in the ground between two
oints, which is directly proportional to the horizontal electric field
n the direction of the dipole but independent on the dominant verti-
al electric field right above the ground from the vertical transmitter
ipoles used in standard radio communication.

The ratio between the horizontal and the vertical electric fields is
iven approximately as the square root of the ratio between the dis-
lacement current in the air and the conduction current in the ground
McNeill and Labson, 1989�. The horizontal electric field is typical-
y 1%–10% of the vertical electric field. In the case of an ungrounded
ipole, there could be a stronger coupling to the vertical electric field
n the air, perhaps from a slight misalignment of the dipoles or asym-

tal magnetic
Netherlands,
ñecar, Spain,
horizon
n, The
� Almu
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Radio transmitters for RMT in Europe G283
etries in their radiation patterns so that they become sensitive to the
ertical electric field. Future experiments with ungrounded electric
ipole sensors might resolve the problem.

CONCLUSION

The distribution of radio transmitters in Europe is dense enough
hat their plane-wave EM fields can be used to estimate EM transfer
unctions in the 15–250-kHz band. It appears that the largest number
f transmitters can be received close to the sea, supposedly because
f their use for navigational purposes in the coastal areas. We can ob-
ain an estimate of the minimum number of transmitters by assuming
hat transfer functions are constant in half-octave bands. If the
5–250-kHz band covers about seven half-octave bands and if we
eed two independent transmitters in each band to define the imped-
nce tensor and tipper vector uniquely, then at least 14 transmitters
re required for an ideal distribution of transmitters. In The Nether-
ands and Hungary, we could receive about 40 and 25 stations, re-
pectively.
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